Implementation of HIV and Tuberculosis Diagnostics: The Importance of Context
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Background. Novel diagnostics have been widely applied across human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and tuberculosis prevention and treatment programs. To achieve the greatest impact, HIV and tuberculosis diagnostic programs must carefully plan and implement within the context of a specific healthcare system and the laboratory capacity.

Methods. A workshop was convened in Cape Town in September 2014. Participants included experts from laboratory and clinical practices, officials from ministries of health, and representatives from industry.

Results. The article summarizes best practices, challenges, and lessons learned from implementation experiences across sub-Saharan Africa for (1) building laboratory programs within the context of a healthcare system; (2) utilizing experience of clinicians and healthcare partners in planning and implementing the right diagnostic; and (3) evaluating the effects of new diagnostics on the healthcare system and on patient health outcomes.

Conclusions. The successful implementation of HIV and tuberculosis diagnostics in resource-limited settings relies on careful consideration of each specific context.
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Diagnostics are essential for optimal patient healthcare and for monitoring and meeting public health objectives. Novel diagnostics have been widely applied across human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and tuberculosis prevention and control programs. However, diagnostic technologies often deliver less than their full potential due to issues inherent in the larger healthcare system. It is not always easy to have the right test, at the right time, and in the right place, with timely communication, action, and follow-up for optimal patient healthcare.

The ideal diagnostic should not only be fast, sensitive, specific, accessible, and cost effective, but it must also respond to the local healthcare context [1]. There are new HIV and tuberculosis diagnostics available, as well as in the development pipeline, that are designed to be versatile, robust, and applicable in primary healthcare settings [2, 3].

To achieve the greatest impact for diagnostic technologies, HIV and tuberculosis programs must evaluate implementation within the context of the healthcare system and laboratory capacity. To ensure diagnostics are maintained and utilized to their potential, healthcare programs must endeavor to (1) identify improved diagnostics and more effective uses for existing ones; (2) evaluate the potential effectiveness of new diagnostics in program operations; (3) plan for implementation of new diagnostics; (4) implement new diagnostics with the expectation of optimizing patient health outcomes; (5) evaluate the effect of new
diagnostics after implementation; and (6) develop sustainability plans [4].

BACKGROUND

To discuss implementation of HIV and tuberculosis diagnostics from the perspectives of the healthcare system, the laboratory, and the clinic, a workshop was organized by the US National Institutes of Health and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, with support from the US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief. The workshop, “Implementing HIV and Tuberculosis Diagnostics in Resource-Limited Settings,” was held in Cape Town, South Africa, on 22–23 September 2014. Participants were implementation experts from laboratory and clinical practices, officials from ministries of health, and representatives from industry, from Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, South Africa, Switzerland, Tanzania, Uganda, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

DISCUSSION

Why Is Context Important?
Context must be considered when deciding if a new diagnostic is more appropriate than alternative technologies. In some settings, challenges in infrastructure and resources restrict the success of diagnostics’ implementation at both the centralized laboratory and the point of care (POC). For settings where the costs of replacing or establishing centralized and highly technical laboratory systems may be prohibitive, POC diagnostics that are well deployed with high-quality standards may be the appropriate choice [5]. For example, POC testing may be a good solution for early infant HIV diagnosis in remote settings [6]. Regardless of the diagnostic being implemented and before scaling up, field studies should evaluate whether a test would improve patient health outcomes and be cost effective [7]. Optimally, these studies would provide data on the performance characteristics of the test on patient populations and healthcare settings similar to those being considered.

Ministries of health and country programs must determine the importance of implementing any new diagnostic for their healthcare systems. This government-led strategy with the participation of patients, clinicians, and other stakeholders is highly desirable [8–10], and could be used to address decisions for new instrumentation, including country-wide negotiation for pricing, maintenance agreements, and technical assistance [11]. The World Health Organization (WHO) prequalification program for new diagnostics has been shown to help governments establish a new diagnostic within a country-specific strategy [12]. Consequently, a diagnostic that addresses these insights will be more effectively implemented and fit better within healthcare systems and national programs [13, 14].

Clinicians and healthcare workers should be included in discussions and decisions on the use of new diagnostics. Clinicians in the field have a unique perspective on the utility of tests for diagnosis and disease management, as well as on optimal utilization of diagnostics. Furthermore, healthcare workers may also provide insights into issues such as specimen transport and communication of results to patients. Nontraditional partners should also be considered in resource-limited settings to develop creative and innovative solutions to the challenges of deploying diagnostics. These partners may include those with expertise in costing and modeling, engineering, specimen transport, and software development. An example is Uganda’s Stop TB Network, which includes the post office as an integral part of the specimen referral system to ensure the reliable and safe transport of specimens [15].

How Do Healthcare Systems Support Diagnostics?
Implementation planning must consider all aspects of the healthcare system, including the potential need for its improvement. Strong healthcare systems are essential for successful implementation of diagnostics. To extend the impact of diagnostics, healthcare system strengthening should include (1) appropriate staffing and training; (2) good communications between clinicians and laboratories and between clinicians and patients; (3) suitable regulatory systems; (4) strong supply chains for laboratories; (5) appropriate community engagement for testing and linkage to healthcare; (6) appropriate cost-effectiveness analyses; and (7) good management practices.

In recent years, several diagnostics for the detection of various infectious diseases have been successfully launched. While these successes are encouraging, it is important to note that the successful implementation of any new diagnostic would always require a strong healthcare system [13]. Without a strong healthcare system, a more sensitive and specific diagnostic may fail to have a positive impact on healthcare outcomes. Such was the case when evaluating the implementation of rapid malaria diagnostic tests in Tanzania. This study found that the implementation of these tests, with only basic training to clinicians on their utilization, provided quick and reliable malaria diagnoses, but had little impact on stopping the common healthcare practice of overprescribing antimalarial drugs and antibiotics [16]. In December 2010, the WHO recommended the use of Xpert MTB/RIF, an automated, cartridge-based nucleic acid amplification assay, for the detection of tuberculosis and rifampicin drug resistance. The WHO has also been monitoring its global rollout to promote coordination [17]. In South Africa, the rollout of this technology highlights the need to strengthen healthcare systems when implementing a new diagnostic. Thus far, in South Africa, the use of Xpert MTB/RIF has resulted in accurate tuberculosis diagnoses of not only patients, but also household members who come to the clinic with the patients, and improved detection of
rifampicin-resistant tuberculosis. It also has helped in decongesting clinics as fewer patient visits are required [18].

Healthcare systems should provide essential support for diagnostics to be fully effective; however, this practice is often neglected in resource-limited settings [19]. Data management is a critical aspect of healthcare systems. Some data collection and use gaps present in many resource-limited settings include (1) lack of data analysis for already collected data; (2) absence of updated registers for currently available tests; (3) inappropriate metrics for study design and implementation; (4) lack of education of clinicians on interpretation of data and test results; (5) poor dissemination of negative results; (6) absence of alert systems within clinics for abnormal results; (7) lack of data-driven forecasting of diagnostic testing needs; (8) insufficient data for accurate costing and procurement figures; and (9) lack of unique patient identifiers. One of the reasons these gaps persist is a lack of routine communication among laboratories, clinicians, governments, donors, and other stakeholders [20, 21].

No country represented at the workshop has yet to fully implement a country-wide unique patient identifier; however, deployment of a unique patient identifier for healthcare would have a significant positive impact on patient health outcomes and laboratory systems. It would also facilitate the linkage of test results with the appropriate patient, thereby reducing duplicate tests and lost test results and improving the accuracy of public health data [22].

How Do Laboratory Systems Support Diagnostics?
To improve the effectiveness of diagnostics, laboratory systems should focus on (1) quality management; (2) proper equipment care and maintenance; (3) strong supply chains and appropriate facilities; (4) reliable specimen referral networks; (5) adequate laboratory information systems; and (6) suitable laboratory training. In many resource-limited settings, there are gaps in these essential elements of the laboratory system [23–25].

Decisions to invest in and implement new diagnostics are often influenced by a wide array of internal and external forces; however, it is critical that well-planned evaluations, including cost-effectiveness analyses, drive these decisions [26]. The successful implementation of a new diagnostic test requires research on the disease burden, as well as on the best placement strategies for that new test. For example, prior to the country-wide implementation of the Xpert MTB/RIF assay, Uganda tested different diagnostic placement models. This research determined that the best placement strategy was to prioritize sites based on high tuberculosis prevalence [27]. In other settings, the identification of testing volume needs at country and site levels, and the execution of a gap analysis to identify weaknesses in supportive systems, may be critical elements for successful implementation of diagnostics [28].

The diagnostics landscape is further compromised by the decision to adopt technologies in the absence of sufficient in-country data, or when scale-up responds to external decisions taken by donors or partners to provide funds for the implementation of a test they have selected [10].

Most country laboratory systems include public, private, and nongovernmental laboratories. Some common challenges include quality control and assurance, connectivity, specimen transport, results dissemination, and clinical filing of medical records [19]. For example, in laboratory settings, there may be a negative impact on the quality of testing when equipment is not maintained, stockouts are frequent, technicians are not trained, and the quality of laboratory information systems is not adequate. An example of a best practices model that addresses some of these challenges is the Ugandan integrated tuberculosis laboratory network. This system links all levels of laboratories to improve access to tuberculosis diagnostics while maintaining quality. Uganda has defined 8 levels of tuberculosis diagnostic testing, from microscopy at the primary level to culture and resistance testing at the reference level. All sites are mapped and linked by a toll-free number for specimen transport information and general communications. Additionally, the post office is integrated into this system to ensure timely and safe specimen transport. This integration, for example, in 2011, resulted in >94% of specimens received in the testing laboratory by 3 days and most results dispatched electronically [29]. This example demonstrates the value of linking public and private laboratories within a laboratory system. The Ugandan government credits this laboratory system with transforming the paradigm of laboratory services and improving outcomes across the healthcare system [30].

Addressing another one of these challenges, connectivity, may lead to improved communication of results among laboratories and clinicians, and potentially between clinicians and patients. For example, the use of Short Messaging System (SMS) by clinicians to communicate test results to patients may eliminate the need for unnecessary clinic visits [31]. Literacy and experience with technology have been shown to be critical to mobile health (m-health) success. A previous study discusses the predictors of success when using an SMS-text application to improve linkage to healthcare for HIV patients in rural Uganda. This study found that participants who were capable of reading a complete sentence and able to open an SMS-text, at study entry, opened and successfully interpreted the SMS-text and returned to clinic at the appropriate time, when notified of test results [32]. Improving connectivity, when combined with a unique patient identifier system, may lead to a better integration of information on multiple patient test results.

How Do Clinical Considerations Support Diagnostics?
Before considering the widespread implementation of any new diagnostic, the level of impact on patient healthcare must be evaluated by comparing the new diagnostic with current
technologies within the setting’s context. These evaluations could include field experiments, research studies, and mathematical modeling, when appropriate [33]. It cannot be assumed that faster and more sensitive diagnostics, including POC technologies and rapid tests, would translate into better patient healthcare or the improvement of patient health outcomes [34, 35].

Once a new diagnostic is implemented, additional evaluations may identify opportunities to extend its impact on healthcare systems. For example, the current use of Xpert MTB/RIF in South Africa could be evaluated to determine the impact on patient clinical outcomes [36–38]. In the case of HIV, the WHO HIV treatment guidelines call for monitoring an individual’s response to antiretroviral (ARV) treatment and HIV disease progression [39]. The WHO has also issued guidance for implementing HIV viral load (VL) testing, which addresses planning, scale-up, and sustainability [8]. Using these tools, any setting considering scaling up VL testing for monitoring disease progression can analyze the country-specific context and carefully plan a phase-in strategy. In addition, patient education, training of healthcare workers, and integration of healthcare services can be evaluated to determine their impact in this rollout [40].

As new diagnostics are implemented, healthcare workers should educate patients regarding their tests and results. This education is essential when the healthcare paradigm changes with the implementation of new diagnostics [41]. For example, CD4 cell counts have been used not only to determine when an HIV-infected individual is eligible to start ARV treatment, but also to determine treatment success [42]. In resource-limited settings, VL testing is increasingly being accepted as the surrogate marker for determining HIV treatment success or for determining success or failure of a given ARV regimen in a particular individual [43]. With the implementation of this new paradigm, more people are being started on ARV treatment without CD4 cell counts, such as pregnant women. Thus, healthcare workers must now educate HIV-infected patients regarding VL testing and its newer importance to monitoring disease, as well as on issues such as (1) why the test is being requested; (2) what the test measures; (3) what values or ranges are desirable; (4) what the advantages over the old test are; (5) how often to be tested and when to be tested; (6) the impact on disease progression; and (7) the significance of resistance patterns [40].

The integration of HIV and tuberculosis diagnosis and treatment, at the individual patient and the community levels, is crucial to achieve measurable and significant success in controlling these 2 diseases [44]. The lack of coordination and integration of HIV and tuberculosis diagnostics with healthcare services has a noticeable and negative impact on public health, such as an
increased number of patients who return to their communities untreated, impacting patients and promoting transmission [45]. Data from the HIV treatment cascade for adults aged ≥15 years in sub-Saharan Africa show that the HIV care cascade continues to lose patients to healthcare at all points. Similarly, the tuberculosis care cascade continues to lose patients at every step from diagnosis to treatment [44]. Some factors for these low follow-up rates are (1) congested clinics; (2) high costs of travel expenses; and (3) inability to be absent from work [46].

**CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

HIV and tuberculosis diagnostics are the entry points to care and treatment. Given the diversity of healthcare settings, laboratory infrastructures, and supportive systems where diagnostics are deployed, implementation adapted to the context is essential for optimal patient health outcomes. However, one size does not fit all. Technology selection should not be universally applied across different settings. Context-specific improvements in laboratory operations and clinical practices, as well as healthcare systems, may be needed to maximize the impact of a novel diagnostic in each setting. A diagnostic can only perform to its potential when adopted under context-specific conditions and with the maximization of linkage to healthcare.

Integration of HIV and tuberculosis diagnostics with linkage to healthcare is essential, particularly in resource-limited settings. Some of the practices that can improve this integration are (1) the evaluation of diagnostic platforms and their impact on linkage to healthcare; (2) the improvement of communications between laboratories and clinical care settings; (3) the establishment of automated processes for prescriptions; (4) the improvement of healthcare staff service attitude; (5) the use of communication technologies to notify patients of test results; (6) the establishment of off-site pharmacies; (7) the creation of specimen referral networks integrated within laboratory systems; and (8) the standardization of training for laboratory personnel, clinicians, and community representatives.

Researchers, funders, and public health officials should continue to promote sharing of data through scientific publications, regional professional societies, government-to-government collaborations, and other mechanisms that would support the dissemination of lessons learned. In addition, best practices from previously deployed diagnostics should be considered. Errors may be avoided by learning from both successful and unsuccessful attempts to implement new diagnostics.

Additional research is necessary to understand laboratory, clinical, and healthcare system factors that impact effectiveness, and how to maximize the potential for novel diagnostics (Figures 1 and 2). Research to provide stronger evidence for best practices, in particular to show a link between management practices and quality of testing, is lacking. Research is needed

---

**Figure 3.** A flow diagram on the successful implementation of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and tuberculosis (TB) novel diagnostics in resource-limited settings and the required consideration of a number of factors within specific context. Factors include the engagement of all stakeholders, the dissemination of knowledge on results interpretation, the improvement of healthcare systems’ management practices, the support from and to laboratories and clinics, the integration of HIV and TB diagnostics, and the enhancement of linkage to healthcare.
to understand the potential impact of innovations such as electronic health (e-health), m-health, geographic information system mapping, and other technologies in linking test results with epidemiologic information to help guide HIV and tuberculosis policy priorities. Access to electronic media, such as email or Internet-based communications, would also allow clinics to interface with laboratories efficiently when accessing results and requesting further analyses.

In resource-limited settings, to improve the probability for successful implementation of HIV and tuberculosis novel diagnostics, context-specific solutions should address the following persistent gaps: (1) lack of country laboratory strategic plans; (2) absence of routine assessments on impact and cost effectiveness of patient healthcare; (3) avoidance of implementation based on quantity instead of quality; (4) inappropriate communication and distribution of results from postmarketing surveillance studies; and (5) lack of comprehensive costs forecasting for deployment and maintenance.

In closing, the successful implementation of new HIV and tuberculosis diagnostics in resource-limited settings should respond to careful considerations of the specific context of each setting, in particular its healthcare system, and should reflect input from traditional and nontraditional partners (Figure 3).
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